community calendar
Want to know what's going
on in Jewish Calgary?
Check out the Community
Calendar at jewishcalgary.org
The strength of a people.
The power of community.

Have an event?
Click on “Suggest an Event”
to add it to the calendar

A MESSAGE FROM JORDAN BALABAN AND JARED SHORE

A

s we complete the first year of our term as copresidents of Calgary Jewish Federation, it
is a critical time to look back, take stock of
Calgary Jewish Federation’s achievements, and plan
our year ahead for Jewish Calgary. As we wrap up our
2020/2021 programming year, we reflect back on a truly
unprecedented period of time in our world. The Jewish
Community, with Jewish Calgary being no exception, has
faced a barrage of challenges over the past 16 months. In
many ways, we share optimism with our community that
we have weathered much of the storm. In other ways, it is
critical for us, as a community, to know that we are very
much in the midst of challenging times.
As we embarked on our presidency, our commitment
to our donors, our volunteers, our Federation team, and
our Calgary Jewish Community was twofold: to facilitate
and encourage broader engagement and participation
within our own community, and to ensure that the time,
resources, and dollars that our community members
dedicate to Federation continue to be both valued, and
responsibly managed.
Sadly, one of the sources of increased engagement has
been the antisemitism that our global Jewish community,

including here in Alberta, has experienced. While we are
not in the business of running fear campaigns, we have
aimed to inform our entire community of the work that
Federation has been doing to combat antisemitism in
our midst, and have had over 200 people sign up for our
action alerts over the last three months. Many others have
contacted Federation with concerns about things they
are seeing in media, on our city streets, and in the virtual
and physical hallways of high schools and universities.
Federation will continue to lead the charge, but the
collective efforts of all Jews who see the imperative of a
safe and secure future for our community, are critical.
We must all be ambassadors for Jewish Calgary. We will
redouble our efforts to ensure that those who want to be
engaged and informed, can be engaged and informed.
Community members, there is much to be proud
of for what we have accomplished over the past year.
There is even more to be excited about in the coming
year. Renewed talks about a community campus are at
the forefront of our excitement. Our Holocaust and
Human Rights department has an incredible project
and partnership with the Glenbow Museum that will
inspire all Calgarians to learn more about our Holocaust

Survivors. We will welcome renowned author, Yossi Klein
Halevi to our UJA campaign kickoff this fall.
And we are there to support our children and youth to
celebrate and grow their Jewish identities even when it is
difficult to do just that. We are there to ensure that there
are no barriers to Jewish life in Calgary whether that be
reflected in our Integrated Bursary Program, our support
for special needs learning supports at our community
schools, our support for Jewish seniors, or our advocacy
work. As we see our buildings start filling up again, with
activities and programming, it is a powerful reminder
of our vibrancy as a Calgary Jewish Community. It is
truly a beautiful sight. We are strong, Jewish Calgary –
and Calgary Jewish Federation is there to ensure that we
remain strong. Wishing all of you a magnificent summer!
B’Shalom,

Jordan Balaban
Co-President
Calgary Jewish Federation

Jared Shore
Co-President
Calgary Jewish Federation

Building an inclusive community is a priority. Contact us and we will make every effort to meet your needs.

UJA 2021 CAMPAIGN LAUNCH
THE JEWISH FEDERATIONS OF
CALGARY AND EDMONTON INVITE YOU TO:

A CONVERSATION WITH

YOSSI KLEIN HALEVI
Yossi Klein Halevi is a senior fellow at the Shalom Hartman Institute
in Jerusalem. He is a leading expert on the Middle East, frequent
op-ed contributor, New York Times best-selling author,
and a popular lecturer on Israeli affairs.

REGISTER FOR FREE AT
JEWISHCALGARY.ORG

Judaism has a deep and rich tradition
of storytelling, of passing down stories
from one generation to the next.
PJ Library® Calgary has become an integral part of Jewish
Calgary, delivering books and programs to children from birth
to age 12, making it easy for families to share Jewish values
and traditions with their children and grandchildren.

How will you ensure our Jewish story continues in Calgary?
Calgary Jewish Federation has launched the PJ Library®
Legacy Fund in partnership with The Harold Grinspoon
Foundation (HGF) ensuring families will have the gift of
books for generations to come.
For the next two years, HGF is offering a 25% match for
cash legacy gifts to support PJ Library Calgary in perpetuity.
There is no minimum amount to participate.

AND YOU WILL BE ENTERED INTO A RAFFLE
TO WIN A COPY OF KLEIN HALEVI’S BOOK,
LETTERS TO MY PALESTINIAN NEIGHBOR.

For more information, please contact:
Kathie Wainer
Diana Kalef
PJ Library Calgary Manager
Director of Development
403-537-8592
403-444-3154
kwainer@jewishcalgary.org
dkalef@jewishcalgary.org
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NICE JEWISH PETS

Calendar

ARE YOU A DOG OR CAT PERSON?
Get the best of both worlds
with JAC’s pawsitively adorable
Nice Jewish Pets Calendar!
For only $25 (includes an $18
tax receipt), you can admire the
furry girls and boys of Calgary’s
Jewish community while
supporting Jewish infrastructure
and programming. Don’t miss
out on the ulti-mutt Jewish
calendar – order right meow
at jewishcalgary.org!

ACTION
ALERT
Join our
ACTION ALERT
team at
jewishcalgary.org

There are times we must mobilize
community activists toward a
strategic outcome, and we invite
you to join us. This list will only be
used for select targeted initiatives, and will include very
specific directions. You CAN make a difference.

